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 In Lousy Sex Gerald Callahan explores the science of self, illustrating the immune system’s role in forming
individual identity. Blending the scientific essay with deeply personal narratives, these poignant and
enlightening stories use microbiology and immunology to explore a new way to answer the question, who am
I?

“Self” has many definitions. Science has demonstrated that 90 percent of the cells in our bodies are
bacteria—we are in many respects more non-self than self. In Lousy Sex, Callahan considers this microbio-
neuro perspective on human identity together with the soulful, social perception of self, drawing on both art
and science to fully illuminate this relationship.  

In his stories about where we came from and who we are, Callahan uses autobiographical episodes to
illustrate his scientific points. Through stories about the sex lives of wood lice, the biological advantages of
eating dirt, the question of immortality, the relationship between syphilis and the musical genius of
Beethoven, and more, this book creates another way, a chimeric way, of seeing ourselves. The general reader
with an interest in science will find Lousy Sex fascinating.
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From reader reviews:

John Dudley:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, short story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not trying Lousy Sex that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world
can be said as the way for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be mentioned constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who
wants to become success person. So , for all of you who want to start studying as your good habit, you are
able to pick Lousy Sex become your own starter.

Elnora Perry:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this Lousy Sex e-book written by well-
known writer whose to say well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who also read the book.
Written inside good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your
current hunger then you still hesitation Lousy Sex as good book not just by the cover but also by the content.
This is one book that can break don't assess book by its handle, so do you still needing yet another sixth
sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already said so why you have to listening
to yet another sixth sense.

Violet Jarrell:

This Lousy Sex is great book for you because the content and that is full of information for you who also
always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it facts accurately
using great coordinate word or we can declare no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward sentences but
tricky core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Lousy Sex in your hand like getting the
world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no reserve that offer you
world throughout ten or fifteen moment right but this guide already do that. So , this is good reading book.
Hi Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt that will?

Mark Garcia:

This Lousy Sex is new way for you who has fascination to look for some information as it relief your hunger
of information. Getting deeper you on it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who still having
bit of digest in reading this Lousy Sex can be the light food to suit your needs because the information inside
that book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books produce itself in the form which is reachable by
anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in e-book form make them feel drowsy
even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So there is no in reading a publication especially this one. You can find
what you are looking for. It should be here for you. So , don't miss that! Just read this e-book style for your
better life along with knowledge.
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